Store, Protect and Serve

Equipment for peace of mind and the ultimate wine drinking experience
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Protecting Your Investment

It’s all about that moment when the colour hits the eyes,
the bouquet hits the nose, and the wine dances on the
tastebuds; a finely tuned and sophisticated combination of
flavours and sensations.

Restaurant Managers who maintain high standards of
presentation, will also benefit from the commercial gains
of utilising specially designed dispensing and preservation
equipment alongside top-notch wine cellar management.

Venues who value their discerning client’s loyalty will
immediately appreciate the advantages and benefits of
reliable and consistent storage environments for both
still and sparkling wine. While protecting these delicate
hand-crafted liquid assets, quality establishments are also
protecting their reputation by ensuring their customers’
wine-drinking experience is the best it can be.

This is why products supplied and installed by Wine
Corner have been selected specifically to deliver proven
and consistent performance for both peace of mind and a
return on investment.

This is where Wine Corner Ltd gives customers complete
assurance by advising and supplying everything needed
for wine storage, display, and serving. Wine Corner is the
only company in the UK that has a dedicated interest and
expertise in products of excellence for restauranteurs and
wine connoisseurs.

For private wine collectors seeking confidence in their
current storage arrangements or advice for future plans,
Wine Corner has the products, equipment and expertise to
give advice and help ideas become a reality.
Bespoke Wine Walls are a speciality, where connoisseurs
with vision and imagination can display their collections
in any-sized space, creating a unique ambience within the
home or cellar.

Wine Storage Specialists
If you’re looking for peace of mind
that every glass you pour will be
in excellent condition and at the
perfect temperature, then call the
Wine Corner Team now on 01302
744916 for advice and information
that delivers ‘the end result’, the
ultimate wine drinking experience.
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Wine Conditioning Units
Monoblock:

installation through the wall up to 50m
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The C50S and C50SR
are installed inside the
cellar with an external
air inlet and hot air
outlet duct. As such these
models are very discrete,
being practically invisible
from the outside.

Monoblock:

installation through the wall up to 25m
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Wine C25,
C25S and C25SR
The C25, C25S and C25SR
are specially designed for
small volumes and provides
conditioning for up to
25m3. They are easy to
install as well as quiet
in operation.
Excellent value for money
The Wine C25 gives excellent
value for money as well as
excellent performance. Like the other models, the wooden
frame is supplied with the device and is included in the
price.
Attractive
Particularly compact, its fluid lines and colour, evoking the
world of wine, blend harmoniously into your cellar
Space-saving
With its shallow depth, the Wine C25 is perfect for small
areas such as an attic, a cellar or any small space you
decide to use for storing wine.
Fully equipped

Wine C50S & C50SR
Designed for volumes up to
50m3, the C50S and C50SR
conditioners are designed
for both professionals and
amateurs.
Protects the wine against excess light
Wine must be kept away from bright light and ideally
should be kept in the dark. The Wine C50S and C50SR are
equipped with a pilot light which is reduced in intensity
but adequate for you to choose your vintage wines.
Easy to install
These models are supplied with a wooden frame so that it
can be built-in.
Complete standard equipment

• “Two-step” electronic thermostat with function display
• On/Off switch with “booster” setting to reduce the
time taken for the cellar to reach an optimum, evenly
distributed temperature

• Pressure switch for adjusting the outside fan speed
• A dust filter for easier maintenance
• R407A gas coolant, without CFCs
• Reaction turbines
• Heating function

Which model
is right for you?

In Cellar Units
Wine IN25 &
Wine IN50+
Designed for volumes
up to 25m3 and 50m3
the Wine IN25 and
Wine IN50+ have the
same benefits as the Wine C25S
or the Wine C50S and will delight the most demanding
customers with their discretion and installation facilities.
Practical
The C25IN or Wine IN50+ are installed inside your cellar.
Only two 125mm diameter holes for the C25IN, or 150mm
for the Wine IN50+, are needed for the ducts to be fitted.
The maximum lengths of the ducts is are 6m (2x3m) for
both models. These are ideal devices where hot air can
only be evacuated outside the building.
Easy to install
With the Wine IN25 and Wine Wine IN50+, installation
is easy and unlike ‘split’ systems, no cold connection is
needed. An installation kit including a set of accessories,
notably the insulating ducts and decorative grilles, is
included.
Discreet
These two models are installed entirely inside your
cellar. Attached to the wall (Wine IN25) or floor
mounted (Wine IN50+) they are invisible from outside,
which protects your installation from
indiscreet observation.

Split Ducted Units
Wine SP40DU
The Wine SP40DU is specifically for wine cellars up to
40m3. This new generation conditioning unit for wine
cellars is a ducted conditioning unit offering:

• Unobtrusive positioning
• Constant temperature regulation by heating or cooling
• Humidity level maintenance
• Temperature adjustment from 4°C to 15°C
• Low noise levels
• Automatic defrosting
To protect your wine further, we have provided all the
essential protective features including:

• Pressure-controlled expansion valve and speed regulator
• Pressure-controlled safety switches for low/high pressure
• Check valve
• Heating belt
• Metal dust filter
The Wine SP40DU is for wine cellars and is available
in three versions: the basic Split Conditioning Unit (for
connections over a maximum distance of 20m horizontally
and 10m vertically) and two models with insulated precharged flexible connecting lines, 4m or 8m in length,
(for simple installation between the indoor and outdoor
locations).

The Wine SP40CA
Combining all the features and benefits of the Wine
SP40DU, the Wine SP40CA has been designed specifically
for the conditioning of bespoke wine cabinets. The Wine
SP40CA is available in three versions like the SP40DU.

The Wine C25 has all the same advantages as the more
powerful models in the range:

• An electronic thermostat with digital display
• A dust filter for easier maintenance
• R449A coolant, without CFCs
• Reaction turbine on the condenser side
• Wine C25S and C25SR models also features a heating
function

• Wine C25SR model features a heating belt to combat
frost where the unit is mounted on an external wall
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For more information including brochures and user
guides, please visit our website and look up wine cellar
conditioning units in the the Products section.
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Split Units
Wine SP100 and SP100-8
The Wine SP100 and SP100-8 offers substantial cooling
power. Designed for volumes of up to 100m3*, these air
conditioners consists of two elements which are
connected to each another, one located inside the cellar,
and the other outside.
Practical
Connection between
the two units is simple.
This is done via a
flexible section which is
either 4.5 or 8 metres
long and has a
diameter of only
50mm. The external
unit, which has a low
sound level, can
therefore be moved
away from the internal
unit, and installed
outside the building. This is an
ideal solution if the cellar is underground,
or is in a location adjacent to the dwelling.
Easy to install
The SP100 is a split system which can be complicated
to install. However, this has been made easy with the
SP100 and you only have to join the two connections.
Complete standard equipment

Wine Arm 15
The Wine Arm 15 is a compact, ceiling mounted
unit which can be discreetly incorporated into your
wine room or cellar. It is perfect for cooling a room
space of 15 m³ where your wine will be stored at a
consistent temperature between 8 and 18°C.

About the Wine Arm 15

• Silent Operation (38dB) creating a peaceful
ambience

• N o drainage or pipework (backup overflow pipe
included if needed)

• U ses a regular 220-240v mains supply so just plug
in and ‘go’

• Low energy consumption to keep running costs
down

• P roven engineering providing worry-free long-term
performance

• R egulated by a wired electronic thermostat for
reliability

• Easy-reach dust filter for easy maintenance
• Air ducting and pump kits are available for the Wine
Arm 15 to improve air flow where air flow might be
restricted. Please call for details and advice.

• Electronic thermostat with digital display, which is
simple to use and is factory pre-set

• Dust filter for easy maintenance. This ensures that
your wine conditioner has a long service life

• Heating function
• R407c CFC-free ecological coolant gas, which

Easy access for
filter cleaning

increases the power of the compressor

• Reaction fans for well-controlled electrical
consumption

* depending on insulation
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Available to order online:

• Wine Corner Self-Build Wine Room
Standard sizes (in mm)
1200 x 1200 x 2108h
1200 x 1800 x 2108h
1800 x 1800 x 2108h
1800 x 2200 x 2108h

Included: floor, shelves, lighting, door, conditioning unit,
and 2 year guarantee.

Wine Corner
Wine Rooms
Bespoke and Self-Build
WineMaster Door PC15
Built in Convenience

Wine Corner Self-Build Wine Room is an ‘off-the-shelf’
ready-to-build wine cellar, with everything you need
to provide perfect storage conditions for your wine
collection. You can even dismantle it and relocate it.
A truly unique product using only the best insulation
materials and conditioning units with a proven track
record in performance and reliability.

• Options:

Integrated Wine Rooms
Wine Racking
Installation services

	Please see website for information and please call us
for advice and pricing. Every customer has different
requirements and we’re here to deliver what you need
and to make the process as smooth as possible.
Wine Corner Bespoke Wine Rooms are designed to fit the
available space in your location; cabinets and racking are
selected and arranged to suit the needs of your particular
collection, and the extensive choice of finishes will allow
the room to compliment or blend in with your existing
décor.
Call us to find out more on 03333 702589 or
01302 744916

A bespoke Wine Room using
our conditioning equipment
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Wine Corner
BIB Dispensers

Wine Corner Wine Walls
Modular Wine Wall
Wine Wall is a superbly designed temperaturecontrolled wine storage display system, perfect
for wine rooms, cellars and restaurants.

The practical solution for retailers and the hospitality
industry who are making the eco-friendly transition
to sell or serve ‘BIB’ (bag in a box) wine.

The most unique feature of Wine Wall is the
flexibility of its modular design which can be free
standing or integrated. Both the technical and
visual aspects of Wine Wall offer a wide range
of storage and display options, so you can find a
combination of cabinets and finishes that will suit
and compliment your location perfectly.

This exclusive Wine Corner refrigerated BIB dispenser
range gives the retailer, licensee, or wine-lover a choice
of different storage volumes accommodating bags or
boxes, or a combination of both.
Benefits include:

• Hygienic dispensing
• Wine quality preservation
• Minimum wastage
• Measured dispensing
• Easy install, cleaning and maintenance
• Wine served at perfect temperature

Wine Wall incorporates an innovative cooling
system with a cooling coil positioned at the centre
of the case, ensuring the contents are at just the
right temperature. Other innovative features are
the double-glazed doors, separated compartments
and premuim sidewall insulation, all of which help
to maintain a stable storage environment and low
energy consumption.

The Wine Corner Totem dispenser (above) also features
a delivery system with pre-measured volumes, from
a small glass to a pitcher, making it a very practical
choice for the home, bars and restaurants.
Details of the full range and demonstration movies are
available on our webisite.

Wine Preservation System
by Wine Corner
The Duo TechnoWine Unit is an advanced, easy to use
wine preservation system. It extracts oxidising air from
opened bottles by using a special vacuum and stopper
system. Likewise, for sparkling wine, bottles can be
re-gassed preserving the contents for at least 15 days.
(Also available as single units).
Perfect for wine bars, restauranteurs and hoteliers, find
out more by visiting our website www.winecorner.co.uk
or calling us on 01302 744916.

Bespoke
Wine Wall
An individually designed wine wall is
the perfect answer to wine storage
that seamlessly fits the available space.
The beauty of the bespoke wine wall
option gives you total flexibility in the
choice of doors, finishes, lighting and
racking, to give you exactly what you
want. Wine Corner have the expertise
and experience to design storage to
protect your wine; taking into account
the style of your room and the technical
aspects of air flow, accessibility,
presentation and maintenance.
Exteriors can be professionally painted
to suit any RAL colour. For more details
and examples please visit the website.

Stopper for still wine
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Stopper for sparkling wine
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OSLO Integrated Wine Cabinets

Wine Racking
The wine racking you will require will very much depend on the
size and shape of your wine cellar. Just as each cellar is different,
so is each wine collection and so wine racking has to be tailored
to individual needs and desires.

OSLO integrated cabinets
offer market leading levels of
performance, flexibility and
longevity, along with a wide range
of sizes and bottle capacities.

With our wine cellar expertise, we also offer bespoke wine racking
in solid oak and pine stained light oak. The pine stained oak is
available in a range of colour finishes including Danish oil, medium
oak, dark oak, limed oak, grey oak and black oak.

The OSLO range of cabinets raises the
bar when it comes to build quality
and technical specification.

We work with you to develop a wine racking system that best uses
the space available, whilst enhancing the display of your valuable
wine collection.

For example, the UV protection
glazing, anti-vibration cushions and
humidity systems are manufactured
from higher grade materials than
normally used, providing excellent
performance for longer and giving
extra peace of mind for Kitchen
Design Specialists and their clients.
There are two versions of the
cabinets, for column and undercounter integration, with the smaller
column cabinet also having the
option of a ‘tip-down’ door. Dual and
triple temperature zones are available
for the larger models.

For more information and for
help with your wine racking,
please call us on 01302 744916
or 03333 702589.

The cabinets are stylish with a choice
of contemporary door and glazing
finishes, shelving and LED Lighting.
More details are available on the
website (see below).

Wine Cabinets
E
EXCLUSIV
rner

o
to Wine C
s
& Partner

The OSLO range is only available to
order direct from Wine Corner Ltd
and our official partners.
For details, please visit
www.winecorner.co.uk or call us on:
03333 702589 or 01302 744916
Email: info@winecorner.co.uk
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Classic Line
Natural wood cabinet with vintage
handle, lock and external hinges
CEX801
Wood model with glass
door & multi temperature.

For the smaller wine collections and for everyday
wine consumption, freestanding or integrated wine
cabinets can be the perfect solution to your storage
requirements.
Wine Corner offers a wide range of wine cabinets as
well as offering bespoke cabinet production.

• 57 to 276 bottle capacity (more with bespoke options)
• Solid wood, metal, integrated & freestanding options
• Single door under counter versions
• Two door upright and side by side versions
• Doors available in a variety of finishes
• Interior walls are pre-painted stainless steel to make them easy to clean,
long lasting and robust

• Anti-UV doors to protect wines from the light
• High density polyurethane insulation to enable consistent
temperature within the cabinet

• Option of cabinets with differing constant temperatures allowing

CEX501
Wood model
with glass door.

you to keep different types of wines in the same cabinet
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Technical Information

Conditioning capacity according to
insulation*

Wine C25,
C25S, C25SR

Wine C50S,
C50SR

Wine IN 50+

Wine SP40DU

Wine SP40CA

Wine SP100
& SP100-8

Wine Split TL6

Wine IN 25

up to 25m3

up to 50m3

up to 25m3

up to 50m3

up to 40m3

up to 15m3

up to 100m3

up to 8m3

408h x 633w x 415d (int)
317h x 638w x 546d (ext)

262h x 517w x 327d
(int)
408h x 633w x 415d
(ext)

1005h x 480w x
395d

Overall dimensions**

Weight
Outer dimensions of wooden
frame used for building-in**
Cooling power
Power consumption
Electrical power

Wine Split
TL16

Wine Arm

WM Door PC15

up to 12m3

up to 17m3

up to 15m3

up to 15m3

317h x 885w x
424d

2020h x 760w x
254d

420h x 420w x 220d (Compressor Unit)
375h x 440w x 190d (Energizer Split)
160h x 480w x 430d (Ceiling evaporator)
360h x 430w x 210d (Wall Evaporator)

381h x 540w x 524d

530h x 552w x 590d

540h x 540w x 630d

1044h x 500w x
478d

31 kg

45 kg

40 kg

51 kg

35kg (int) 26kg (ext)

17kg (int) 35kg (ext)

45kg (int) 15kg (ext)

23 kg

24 kg

26 kg

31kg

100kg (the unit)

374h x 514w x 150d

150 x 544 x 374

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

550W

1200W

550W

1200W

900W at 15°C****

900W at 15°C****

2500W

8000 litres/390W

12000
litres/450W

17000
litres/780W

500W at 15°C

400W

440W

900W

440W

900W

600W

600W

1250W

-

-

-

230-240V - 50 Hz

230-240V - 50 Hz

230-240V - 50 Hz

230-240V - 50 Hz

230-240V - 50 Hz

230-240V - 50 Hz

230-240V - 50 Hz

220-240V AC 50Hz

R449A (no CFCs)

R407A (no CFCs)

R449A (no CFCs)

R407A (no CFCs)

R449A (no CFCs)

R449A (no CFCs)

R 407 c (no CFCs)

R134A CFC free 0.29kg

R449A (no CFCs)

R449A (no CFCs)

Diameter of condensate
evacuation pipe

9 mm

9 mm

9 mm

10 mm

internal 16mm
extrernal 20mm

internal 16mm
extrernal 20mm

10mm

10mm

10mm

10mm

-

-

Wooden frame supplied
with the device

yes

yes

-

-

-

-

-

no

no

no

-

-

-

-

IN option

IN option

-

-

-

Yes optional
extra

Yes optional
extra

Yes optional
extra

-

-

C25S and C25S/SR

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Yes optional
extra

Yes

Yes

-

-

250W for CS25

500W

250W

500W

500W

500W

1000W

-

-

-

-

-

Thermostat and thermometer
with digital display

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

Dust filter***

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes (condenser side)

yes

yes (condenser side)

yes

yes

yes

yes (condenser side)

no

no

no

-

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

-

-

-

no

no

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

49dB - 40dB

51dB - 47dB

43dB - 38dB

53dB - 50dB

49dB to 1m with optional
sound proofing case or 59
(1m) and 49 (5m)

49dB to 1m with
optional sound
proofing case or 59
(1m) and 49 (5m)

53dB - 50dB

inside unit: 30db
outside unit:
40 dB

inside unit:
30db
outside unit:
40 dB

inside unit:
30db
outside unit:
40 dB

38dB

42dB - 40dB

only C25SR

yes

-

-

yes

yes

-

Yes optional
extra

Yes optional
extra

Yes optional
extra

-

-

Connecting kit
Heating function
Heating power

Reaction turbines
Lighting
(device with a pilot light)
Guarantee
Installation guide supplied with
the device
Sound level to 1m - 3m

Heating strip to combat frost

*	
For larger volumes, please contact us
** 	Dimensions HxWxD (in mm). For specific internal and external dimensions, please contact us
*** Dust filters available
****	The cooling performance is dependant on the outside temperature. Therefore, the set temperature

of 12°C for the cellar cannot be maintained if the outside temperature reaches 40°C.

Guarantees
All refrigeration units come with a 2 year warranty.

Hygromaster

390W
220-240V 50Hz

Coolant
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Wine Split
TL10

230-240V - 50
Hz

Power consumed for
humidification:
45W
Voltage:
230-240 V - 50
Hz
Intensity used
for humidification:
0.2 A
Humidification
capacity:
18.2g water/h
at 12°C
Dimensions:
140h x 258w x
166d
Power cord
length:
1.5m

Coolants used will always meet current legislation
at the time of purchase.

Installation
For more detailed information regarding installation please
refer to our website or contact us.
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Wine Corner Limited, Unit 4 Brunel Close,
Harworth, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN11 8QA
Tel: 00 44 (0) 1302 744916
or 0333 702589
E-mail: info@winecorner.co.uk
Web: www.winecorner.co.uk
© Wine Corner Limited 2019. We reserve the right to change product specifications and
prices without prior notice. Wine Corner Limited does not accept any responsibility for any
loss, which may arise as a consequence of reliance on information contained in this brochure.

